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Fashion N Fabrics

Tiie Bias Swirl Skirt
BY FANNIE CLEESON

What's new? The bias swirl skirt, which has emerged as a
fashion. It is seen in many of the higher-price- d ready-to-we- ar lines and is now
featured in pattern books. The pattern can be used in an astronomical number
of fabric duos and color combinations; made short or long, with an even hem or
the scalloped version. .

The bias swirl skirt has fascinating motion with the slightest movement of
the body. And it's going to "move" through spring and summer of 1974.

Your familiarity with the word "bias" may be confined

ft to making bias binding by cutting strips of fabric on the
true bias. For this feason, you may visualize the bias skirt
as pieces of super-siz- e bias binding using a fabulous
amount of yardage. However, the skirt is designed much
differently. It uses only three pattern pieces somewhat
resembling the shape of princess dress panels. Each panel
graduates from hemline to waistline in order to provide a
smooth-fittin- g skirt over the hips, which is attached to a
simple waistband. Three panels are cut in one color fabric,
three in another.

Fabric, which is cut off-grai- n, even when not on the
true bias, will stretch slightly. Consequently, woven fabric
with a little body such as sateen, challis, muslin, gingham,
chintz, or broadcloth are preferable to crepe. Knits are
not suitable. A crepe blouse or knit top coordinates
beautifully with the bias swirl skirt in a woven fabric.

To keep the slight stretch of a bias-c- woven fabric
under control, baste the sections together with diogonal
basting. This stitch holds two layers of fabric together

with a little more firmness than the usual long-runnin- g stitches used for
basting. It prevents fabric from slipping, and is a good stitch to remember when
working with heavy or slippery fabric as well as bias.

To baste with diogonal stitches, bring the needle up inside the edge of the
fabric at your right. Push the needle through to the left on a slightly upward
angle. Take a short stitch through both layers of fabric. As you bring the
needle up, it is pointed toward you, producing a short vertical or upright stitch.
The diagonal stitch may be approximately an inch or more in length; the
vertical stitch one-eigh- th to a quarter of an inch.

On true bias or partially bias seams, machine-stitchin- g may be done in either
direction. However, if you decide to stitch from the waistline to the hem, when
joining two panels, continue to sew in this direction in the assembly of all the
other panels. Otherwise, you will be pushing the panels askew.

When one section of fabric is being joined to another that is somewhat
straighter, slightly clip the edges of the section with the greatest curve and
work with this section on top.

In pressing bias-c- ut seams, use steam when the fabric contest permits. When
moisture can penetrate the fabric, it helps make it more pliable and works with
you in producing a flat, professional-lookin- g curbed seam.

'Builders Of Peace'

Church Women To Sponsor Prayer Bay
Members of Church Women United

groups from Okolona, Fern Creek,
Jeffersontown, Hikes Point and
Buechel will sponsor the local
observances of the World Day of
Prayer on Friday, March 1.

Mrs. Lugcnc Anderson, a resident
of Okolona who is one of the
coordinators, said the special
observance started in 1887 with a
small group of women "who firmly
believed that the mission work for
which they were responsible needed
their support in prayer as much as in
giving.

World Day of Prayer is conducted
under the auspices of an International
Committee composed of a liaison
officer from each country that has a
national committee. Church Women
United is the appointed administrator
of the work of an international
committee which has also designated
Church Women United as the official
sponsor of World Day of Prayer in the
United States. The committee chooses
the theme and appoints a group of
women from a different part of the
world each year to write the worship
materials relevant to the emphasis.
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The theme this year is "Make Us
Builders of Peace." The worship
materials have been prepared by the
women of Japan who, having
experienced the cost of World War II,
have worked in succeeding years in the
peace movement in their own country.
Under the auspices of Church Women
United in a program called Christian
Causeways, a group of women from
many parts of the United States will
travel to Asia in early 1 974. They will
explore the questions of justice and
peace with women of six Asian
countries. Together these women will
climax their efforts as they worship
with Japanese women in Japan on
World Day of Prayer.

Service Adapted
The worship service is sent to

correspondents in about 168 countries
and islands. They, in turn, arrange for
its adaptation and translation into
their own languages and dialects. On
World Day of Prayer, as March 1

dawns in the Pacific Islands, the
leaders say they will be linked by the
same prayers for "peace building"

Kennedy School PTA
Plans Smorgasbord

Too many cooks spoil the broth?
Not at Alex R. Kennedy

Elementary School, where the whole
school is involved in providing a Mardi
Gras smorgasbord on February 23.

The first and third-grad- e mothers
are sending over 250 cakes and pies,
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"YOUR EDUCATION FOR SUCCESS AS A DRESSER

IS OUR BUSINESS"

V:

The most complete training program
The latest techniques in education
Top hair' stylists demonstrate the latest
methods of hair design
Day or evening classes for men and women

CALL NOW FOR COMPUTE INFORMATION
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2157 BUECHEL BANK RD.
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THEN AND NOW attire for Derby time, such as these outfits modeled by Mrs. Kenneth Fleckler, left, and Mrs. Richard
C. Conely, is the theme of this year's fashion show presented by Queens Daughters and The Junior Circle of the Queens
Daughters, Feb. 21 at the Gait House. Proceeds go to clubs' charity. For reservations call Mrs. Richard Stuedle, 897-356- 7

or Mrs. Richard Esterle, 897-548- 8.

offered by people in their own
languages from country to country
until the day closes on Savoonga
Island off the west coast of Alaska.

World Day of Prayer in the United
States is the most widely-observe- d

ecumenical celebration sponsored by
Church Women United. Protestant,

Orthodox and Roman Catholic women
this year will mobilize around their

intention to be "builders of peace by
channeling their energies into effective

acts of reconciliation in their local
communities."

World Day of Prayer also offers an
occasion for participation in a

nationwide offering which goes into a
fund called Intercontinental Mission -
the process by which Church Women
United fulfills its goals of justice and

peace through approved agencies. The
primary focus this year is a

contribution to an international fund
for rehabilitation and reconciliation toi
which Christian women in other
countries contribute.

while the second grades are preparing
over 150 molded salads. Other classes
are bringing in cans of corn and beans,
cheese and macaroni, pickles, celery
and carrot sticks, slaw, bean salad and
deviled eggs. The PTA, sponsors of the
event, is baking hams and turkeys.

Girl Scouts will help serve and clear
the tables, and Boy Scouts will direct
parking and traffic.

The dinner is becoming a tradition
at Kennedy, where it has been highly
successful in the past. It has been so
successful, in fact, that the lines have
been uncomfortably long. Seam tables
are being rented, so that two lines can
be served at once and waiting can be
kept to a minimum.

Poster Contest
A poster contest is underway in the

upper grades to advertise the event.
The posters will decorate the cafeteria
the night of the dinner, and designers
of the winning posters will receive free
tickets to the dinner.

The Kennedy PTA has already
made its budget, and according to
Principal Glen Edelen, the main
purpose of the dinner is not a

money-makin- g project but rather an
opportunity for school friends and
families to have a
Proceeds from the dinner will go
toward the purchase of a Micromedia
Reading Machine. This is a new
learning aid which will be of use to
every child in the school. A sample
machine will be on display the night of
the smorgasbord.

Musical entertainment is planned
for the evening, and also scheduled is a
mystery surprise promised by Ways
and Means Chairman Rhoda Peters,
who is supercook for the night.

Prices for tickets are $1.75 for
adults and $1.00 for children if
purchased in advance, 25 cents more if
purchased at the door. '

A team of Asian women recently
visited the war-tor-n countries of
Southeast Asia to discover the needs
from the women war victims
themselves. Other funds will enable a
team of women in the Caribbean area
to work in helping women where they
are to improve their social, economic
and religious life. Contributions from
this fund will rebuild a training center
where church women in Eastern
Nigeria are working on rehabilitation

. tasks as a result of the Biafra-Niger- ia

conflict.
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Should Be
Way Of Life

BY SUSAN DUFF
No amount of exercise will help

you reduce if you don't cut down
your caloric intake, but a combination
of proper diet and exercise is certainly
the best possible way to trim pounds
and inches from your figure. The
problem is that so many of us dieters
live rather sedentary lives in which we
have very little daily physical activity.
And, so many people fear that a
session of strenuous exercise will only
increase their appetite and cause them
to cat more calories than they burned
off by exercising.

Sometimes, it is true that after
spending a quarter or half hour
touching toes or doing leg lifts, you
can feel absolutely ravenous, but part
of that is conditioning - you may
simply use food to reward yourself for
having performed so much
concentrated activity.

Also, dieters sometimes try to set a
very specific time of each day when
they promise themselves they will put
in a certain amount of exercise and
then they become frustrated when
their daily schedules interfere with
their exercise time. For these reasons,
I think it can be more beneficial to try
to incorporate physical exercise into
your everyday life.

For example, whenever possible,
walk instead of ride. Driving a car
burns only 50 calories per hour, riding
in a vehicle uses only 25. But walking
at a leisurely pace burns 200 calories
per hour. If you walk more
energetically, you can burn up 100
calories more per hour and sometimes
it's much more enjoyable to walk to
your destination anyhow.
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